The passage north included a private
exercise and more submarine hunting
as the Wessex worked with the Commonwealth destroyers in company, and
then followed a long week-end in
Hong Kong for the Chinese New Year
and some liaison with the pongos ashore.
We sailed for the next exercise with
several guests from the Army and we
were honoured to have with us H.R.H.
Duke of Kent. The exercise was somewhat
reduced in effectiveness as several ships
which were to have been included had
been sent instead to Brunei, but it gave
our pilots a new area in which to practise
their close air support. Then followed our
first self maintenance period in Hong
Kong.
The cooler weather during this stay
seemed to put more life into everyone,
and some most unlikely people were to be
seen hiking over the peak and investigating the numerous walks to Aberdeen,
while the even more energetic chased the
inevitable leather balls over hard dusty
pitches and proved to lesser ships and
local sides that Hermes was not to be
trifled with. There were many well
supported and interesting bus tours of the
Island and New Territories and an
excellent 'wide game' was organised in
the hills for those who enjoy a treasure
hunt with a difference. It is even rumoured

The staff of the China Fleet Club, where
many a San Mig was swallowed, were also
very appreciative of their visit, though
history doesn't relate whether their
guides were afterwards given beer on the
house.
Thinking of beer, one wonders how
many of the 'free beer' invitation tickets
which rained on the sponsons and even
the flightdeck, eventually found their way
back to the dozens of bars and restaurants
they advertised ? There was certainly
plenty of variety, ranging from quiet,
almost deserted cocktail bars to juke-box
`night clubs' offering beer and company.
There was even fish and chips in Wanchai,
though the quality of the newspaper was
definitely poor.
Altogether, Hong Kong was voted a
`good run ashore', with something to
please just about everybody.
. AND company'

`Something to please . .

Hong Kong

But this photography is expensive!

that someone found horses to ride.
The many bags of sea mail landed were
evidence of strenuous hours of 'rabbithunting', even allowing for the roaring
trade done on the fo'c'sle each afternoon,
when for a few hours it was transformed
into one huge bazaar.
Partly to help repay for our fun and
partly because we like them anyway,
visits to the ship were arranged for parties
of schoolchildren who seemed to enjoy
clambering up and down ladders and
looking at our weapons of destruction.
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As Hong Kong disappeared over the
horizon the 'back end' began to vibrate
even more than usual and we had started
a full power trial. As the white water
alongside got wider and wider and the
foam and spray astern crept higher,
we really did seem to be racing across
the ocean. Then began the usual round
of flying and replenishing as we moved
south. During the flying off Labuan,
our Gannets were called upon to assist
in a night search for a rating missing
from an overturned patrol boat, and in
difficult conditions they dropped flares
over the area. We were glad to hear that
eventually he was picked up by a helicopter
from onshore, suffering from exposure
after fourteen hours in the water, but
still in one piece. Our jets gave a 'show of
strength' fly-past over Brunei which
unfortunately resulted in one Vixen
diverting for a prolonged stay at Labuan
and, before we had realised it another
week had gone and we were back in
Singapore, just in time for a dockyard
holiday (Hari Maya Pjasa).
Only a few days' respite this time and
lots to do, but somehow there were more
bus trips to places of interest, including

`A show of strength'
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.. not content with the beaches'

of course the local breweries, and some
of the C.P.O.s and P.O.s were able to
visit their friends of the Commonwealth
Brigade Sergeants' Mess.
Admiral Sir David Luce, our C-in-C,
walked round the ship and pronounced
us 'well squared off', we said good-bye to
814 Squadron who had decided that they
would prefer the delights of Nee Soon to
the next exercise, and then we were back
at sea again.
This exercise, in which we were joined
by our Commonwealth friends, proved a
rather more gentlemanly affair than usual
as it included weekends at Langkawi
Island. There were jobs to be done even
there, but the Admirals and their staffs
bore the brunt of this and most of the rest
of us were able to enjoy the amenities of
the Island's beaches. There were the usual
few not content with beaches of course
and an all-day excursion to the rock-slides
proved very successful and enjoyable to
our venturesome hikers.

Let those of us who lay in the sun and
enjoyed the coconuts and swimming not
forget the hard work of the boat's crews
who made this possible. They did a
sterling job. Our M.F.V. crew had its
moments too. They broke down on the
passage from Singapore and after drifting
helplessly for several hours, were eventually found by Lincoln and towed to
Langkawi. The repairs however were
soon completed and they were on the job
helping out the boats.
The sailing race, organised by . . .
Hermes of course, brightened the scene
for those who decided to stay onboard
and take their sun on the flightdeck, and
the sponsons and sidelift were lined with
the rods of our amateur fishermen. The
Operation Awkward Exercise was stated
by 'those who know' to have been a success,
though for most it was just an excellent
display of Son et Lumiere with the
searchlights and 'fireworks' providing the
effects.
After our second weekend at Langkawi
we moved away from the area for the rest
of the exercise to operate near the Nicobar
Islands; all except two individuals that is,
who liked the Island so much they decided
to stay there.
We dropped bombs and rockets and
generally disturbed the peace of at least
one small island, while the inevitable
tang-ups' maintained the excitement on
the flightdeck as the occasional 2-inch
rocket slid gently forward and over the
angle after land-on.
Langkawi Island

`The amenities'

Singapore (not quite out of bounds !)

At last we were headed back for
Singapore and our docking period, with
the pleasant prospect of living ashore
again for a few weeks, though many of us
were disappointed by the news that the
charter flight for our wives to come and
share the sunshine had been cancelled due
to insufficient numbers. Our aircraft were
launched to fly to their temporary shoreside homes as we neared Singapore, 803
Squadron Scimitars for Butterworth and
the Royal Australian Air Force while 892
Squadron Vixens and 849 'B' Flight
Gannets went to Tengah and Seletar to
live with the R.A.F. Before finally landing
however they joined with the R.A.F. for
a grand fly past over the Island. Thus
depleted we entered harbour with the
feeling that we had passed another milestone in the Commission. Admiral
Scatchard and his staff left us for Lion
and more seatime, while we piled bags
and baggage into the transport and moved
out into Terror and the Squadron maintenance teams landed to join their aircraft
and crews.
Then began the witchhunt for cockroaches, the noise of wind-hammers, the
haybox meals and all the other things
associated with a docking. Our engineers
emerged from the bowels of the ship and,
with Dockyard assistance, fitted a spare
propeller in place of one which had a
piece missing. It had three blades instead
of four, but we were assured that this
wouldn't make any difference. New
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corticene appeared in the passages and
everywhere in the ship there seemed to be
something being done. The bottom was
painted, the sides were painted and the
flightdeck became a clean grey carpet. As
each morning came and went we saw more
and more changes begun and finished and
ti me passed very quickly.
Away from the ship, our Army Liaison
Team was organising jungle survival
courses and the rifle range was being put
to good use. Advancement courses were
run and examinations taken, both educational and technical, in fact everyone had
plenty to do. Almost everyone was able
to take a long weekend leave however
and our M.F.V. was again put to good
use for excursions up the coast. Our
`expedders' disappeared laden with rucksacks and the general paraphernalia of
camping to try their luck on the mainland,
while others decided to remain nearer the
ready-made comforts of Terror and
Singapore and spent their time sunbathing, swimming and shopping. Our
games players had an enjoyable visit
to Malacca where they acquitted themselves well against the Commonwealth
Brigade. There was a Swimming Gala,
the Ship's Athletic Sports Meeting,
and our cyclists, canoeists and sailing
enthusiasts were all very active. Two
would-be canoeists 'had a go' one dark
night but found that balance was more
difficult than they expected. If they had
joined the club someone might have told
them!

. . . and our docking period'

SINGAPORE

Soon, it seemed, we were due to leave.
The Admiral and his staff rejoined us from
Lion, the squadron ground crews returned
and one Scimitar made a successful
approach and landing under the control
of the driver of the floating crane. A vast
quantity of sea mail was landed and an
endless stream of stores embarked, then
finally we were once more moving past
the fishing fences of the outer harbour for
the open sea.
We were still without 814 Squadron
who had embarked in Melbourne for the
duration of the coming exercise, but very
soon we had our Vixens, Scimitars and
Gannets with us again and had settled
down to work up our flying programmes.
Our first post-docking R.A.S. was done
in good time and then followed another
two days' practice flying before anchoring
in the small hours off Pulau Tioman. Here
we saw some of the other ships taking
part in the exercise, gathered together for
the convoy, but almost before we had
realised we were there, the screws were
turning again and the main exercise had
started.
For much of the time we seemed to be
alone, but our squadrons were busy
working with the convoy day and night,
sometimes attacking, sometimes defending, so we were constantly changing sides.
F.O.2 gave us a 'well done' for the
successful finding and sinking of enemy
surface marauders and then we joined the
convoy for a general R.A.S. It was an
i mpressive sight to see so many 'grey
funnel line' ships together and we were

U.S.S. Yorktown
able to watch our 814 choppers operating protect us from enemy aircraft. Finally
from Melbourne and the American when all our aircraft were parked on the
Tracers from Yorktown as they hunted flightdeck and we were peacefully making
for enemy submarines. Soon we were our way towards Manila for the Critique
separated from the convoy again and and Press conference, 'Jumbo' broke loose
flying more sorties, this time against the and tried to push one of our Vixens over
opposing land forces who were evidently the side. Fortunately the attempt was
concentrated on a very small rocky island unsuccessful but it took some time to
which was duly plastered with bombs and separate these enemies from the resulting
rockets, all the time flying C.A.P.s to clinch.

`It took some time to separate the
enemies'
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Anchored in Manila Bay with the
S.E.A.T.O. fleet of 57 ships the shore
looked, and was, a long way off but in
spite of distance and the shortness of our
stay, some determined types got ashore
for a swim or a sample of the local night
life. Before leaving Manila, Rear Admiral
Gibson, our new F.O.A.C., joined for a
look round during the trip to Hong Kong,
while F.O.2 transferred to Lion. As we
steamed out of the Bay 814 Squadron
Wessex rejoined us from Melbourne and
then there was a short exercise during
which we re-learnt how to operate
choppers and fixed-wing aircraft at the
same time. We were proud to learn that
we had, in one year, flown more sorties
than during the whole of the previous
commission, and after F.O.A.C. had
addressed us all to the accompaniment of
a display of exuberance by two Hunters
from Kai Tak, we entered Hong Kong
for the second time to enjoy a well-earned
break.

`As we steamed out of the Bay .. .

EXTRACT FROM SHORTCAST
--Thurs. 9th
0800 F.O.A.C. joins, hoists flag
0800 F.O.2.F.E.F. transfers to LION
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HONG KONG
AGAIN

Our second visit to Hong Kong proved
very different for a variety of reasons. We
arrived during a heat wave, with 'highest
temperature ever recorded' being reached
on several successive days, and this was
coupled with a serious shortage of water.
Our water was rationed of course, though
not as severely as for people ashore, and
we were able to make a token contribution
to help them out. Against this can be set
the fact that we had many friends from
our previous visit who renewed contact
with us and entertained us royally, and
the weather was fine and settled, ideally
suited for banyans. There were bus trips,
boat trips, another wide-game and every
day the gangway was besieged by traders
bringing onboard dinner services, camphorwood chests and other bulky rabbits.
The tempo of buying was even greater
than before, with the knowledge that this
was to be our last visit here. In the world
of indoor sport, our tenpin bowling team

beat Vampire by 93 pins to win the Albion
Trophy and out of doors many pints of
sweat were lost over basketball, hockey
and cricket, but in the heatwave conditions
these were found to be decidedly exhausting pastimes. There were more children to
show around and some of their teachers
came too. Also, many of us were able to
return the hospitality of the very friendly
natives by inviting them onboard, so that
on most afternoons our guests were to be
seen tramping the length of the flightdeck.
Before sailing from Hong Kong our new
Commander Air, Commander Leahy,
joined us from Lossiemouth ready to
take over en route for Japan.

Manila -'a sample of the local night life'

MOMBASA
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